Abstract Objective: Investigation of the predictability of finite element (FE) models regarding rupture risk assessment of abdominal aortic aneurysms (AAAs). Materials and materials: Peak wall stress (PWS) and peak wall rupture risk (PWRR) of ruptured (n Z 20) and non-ruptured (n Z 30) AAAs were predicted by four FE models of different complexities derived from computed tomography (CT) data. Two matching sub-groups of ruptured and non-ruptured aneurysms were used to investigate the usability of different FE models to discriminate amongst them. Results: All FE models exhibited a strong positive correlation between PWS and PWRR with the maximum diameter. FE models, which excluded the intra-luminal thrombus (ILT) failed to discriminate between ruptured and non-ruptured aneurysms. The predictability of all applied FE models was strengthened by including wall strength data, that is, computing the PWRR. The most sophisticated FE model applied in this study predicted PWS and PWRR 1.17 (p Z 0.021) and 1.43 (p Z 0.016) times higher in ruptured than diameter-matched non-ruptured aneurysms, respectively. Conclusions: PWRR reinforces PWS as a biomechanical rupture risk index. The ILT has a major impact on AAA biomechanics and rupture risk, and hence, needs to be considered in meaningful FE simulations. The applied FE models, however, could not explain rupture in all analysed aneurysms. ª
Ruptures of abdominal aortic aneurysms (AAAs) have a total mortality of between 75% and 90%, and ruptures account for a large number of deaths, particularly in men above the age of 65. 1 Consequently, evaluation of rupture risk is of major importance in reducing aneurysm-related mortality.
The indication for elective AAA repair is determined by the aneurysm's likelihood of rupture, which is currently based on the maximum diameter. An aneurysm diameter of 5.5 cm or more is generally accepted as an indication for repair. 2, 3 This assessment is, however, under discussion, 4 since many AAAs with a diameter of less than 5.5 cm rupture, 5 particularly in women. 6 An aneurysm ruptures if wall stress overcomes wall strength at a certain location in the wall. Recent biomechanical studies have demonstrated that peak wall stress (PWS) estimates the risk of rupture more reliably than the maximum diameter. 7e10 An intra-luminal thrombus (ILT) is found in nearly all aneurysms of a clinically relevant size. 11 Its presence influences the proteolytic degradation of the underlying aneurysm wall 12, 13 and clinical studies have demonstrated that growth of an ILT is associated with an increased rupture risk. 14 Furthermore, an ILT has characteristic solid mechanical properties, 15 and hence has a structural impact on the biomechanics of AAA 16, 17 by influencing wall-stress magnitude and distribution. 18, 19 In spite of this, the ILT has been ignored in testing biomechanical rupture risk. 7e10 Although the strength of ILT tissue is much lower compared with the aneurysm wall, it dominates the lesion volume and may contribute to aneurysm resistance against rupture. 20 Recently, comprehensive data of the aneurysm wall strength have been presented 21 but have not been related to stress predictions to gain more accurate information regarding the risk of rupture.
The purpose of the present study was to investigate the biomechanics of ruptured and non-ruptured AAAs with different three-dimensional (3D) finite element (FE) models, reconstructed from standard contrast-enhanced computerised tomography (CT) data. FE models of different complexity, including in particular with and without the ILT, were compared using groups of ruptured and nonruptured AAAs matched for diameter and blood pressure.
Methods

Data acquisition and image reconstruction
Patients with ruptured (n Z 20) AAAs and a control group of non-ruptured (n Z 30) AAAs underwent contrast-enhanced CT of the aorta prior to emergency or elective AAA repair at two hospitals in Stockholm, Sweden. Table 1 details patients in this study, and a sufficiently high out-of-plane resolution of the image data and a good identification of the exterior aneurysm surface (by calcifications of the wall for example) were inclusion criteria. The collection and use of anonymised data from human subjects were approved by the local ethics committee.
In the control group, blood pressure was the one recorded upon admission to hospital. Blood pressure upon admission to hospital for the ruptured group was not considered adequate due to lowered pressure caused by blood loss. In this group, blood pressure was obtained for all patients from earlier visits to a hospital or a health-care centre in the county of Stockholm prior to admission for rupture, thought to reflect more closely the situation at the time of rupture.
Aneurysms were reconstructed (Figs. 1 and 2) and analysed with the diagnostic software A4research (VASCOPS GmbH, Graz, Austria), which was applied by an operator with engineering background assisted by a radiologist to ensure a proper segmentation of the aneurysms. Details regarding the image segmentation process are given elsewhere 22 and four different FE models were applied. The W model assumes a constant 2.0-mm-thick aneurysm wall and does not include the ILT. The PW model applies the same assumption but adjusts the wall thickness proportionally to the patient's mean arterial pressure,
where p s and p d denote systolic and diastolic pressures as given in Table 1 . The WT model includes the ILT and assumes a non-homogeneous aneurysm wall thickness varying between 1.5 mm and 1.13 mm at the thrombus-free and covered sites respectively. 12 The PWTmodel applies the same assumption but, in addition, adjusts the wall thickness according to the patient's MAP (Fig. 2) .
Biomechanical modelling
The elastic properties 23 of the AAA wall and the ILT were described by isotropic models proposed earlier, 24, 25 where, in addition, the ILT's stiffness decreased by 33% 15 from the luminal to the abluminal ILT layer. The mechanical resistance of the AAA wall against rupture was captured by a previously reported strength model based on extensive in vitro testing. 21 According to this model, the aneurysm wall strength depends on the ILT layer thickness, the ratio between the luminal diameter and the estimated healthy infrarenal aortic diameter, 26 the gender and the family history for ruptured AAAs. 21 Specifically, it explains the higher likelihood of aneurysm rupture in females and patients with a family tendency, as well as at sites where the wall is weakened by a thick underlying ILT layer. 13 It is also noted that age, smoking (although related to AAA prevalence, 27 enlargement and rupture 28 ) and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) (although related to the likelihood of development and rupture of AAA 29 ) could not be directly related to the weakening of the AAA wall. 21 The sparse information regarding family history for AAA could not be used to draw conclusions.
The mechanical resistance of ILTs against rupture was quantified by stress levels of 156.5(SD 57.9) kPa and 47.7(SD 22.9) kPa for the luminal and abluminal layers, 15 respectively.
Finally, to account for pulsatile loading, which is known to activate fatigue mechanisms, the static strength of the wall and ILT were reduced by 50% and 60%, 15 respectively.
Boundary/loading conditions
Following previously reported numerical models, the aneurysm was fixed at the renal arteries and the aortic bifurcation, and no contact with surrounding organs was considered. For the W model and the PW model, MAP was 
Matching groups
To provide an objective comparison of ruptured and nonruptured aneurysms, two groups were formed and matched for maximum diameter (D match) and maximum diameter Â MAP (DP match). For the present data, MAP was higher in the control group (p Z 0.067) and DP match adjusts for that. Note that the quantity diameter Â pressure is proportional to wall stress for cylindrical, spherical and other regular geometries, which further motivated its introduction as a matching variable.
Specifically, the groups were defined by removing the smallest aneurysm from the control group until their mean values matched (D match: 76.6 SD 14.6 mm versus. 75.8 SD 11.6 mm; DP match: 7852.6 SD 2068.9 mmHg mm À1 versus. 7835.0 SD 2337.0 mmHg mm À1 ); see Fig. 3 . Since patients with a maximum diameter exceeding 100 mm were few (n Z 2: and n Z 3: for ruptured and intact AAA, respectively) were excluded in the confirmatory data analysis. The proportion of women was slightly higher among the ruptured aneurysms.
Data analysis
Aneurysms were analysed by a single observer between the renal arteries and the aortic bifurcation, which took typically less than an hour on a standard PC (DELL Precision 390). Once the 3D reconstruction was available, all geometrical (Maximum Diameter, ILT volume, etc.) and mechanical (PWS, peak wall rupture risk (PWRR)) determinants were derived fully automatically and correlation (using Pearson's correlation coefficient) and confirmatory (using t-test and a threshold for statistical significance of 0.04) analyses were performed (MATHEMATICA 5.2, Wolfram Research, Champaign, USA).
Results
No general conclusion regarding the geometry of the investigated aneurysms could be made. Some of the intact aneurysms, however, were quite complex in shape, a quality hard to describe, in agreement with previous observations that less aortic tortuosity is associated with an increased risk of rupture. 30 The mechanical stress and rupture risk had complex distributions and no general conclusions regarding stress patterns in the wall could be made. In the ILT, however, the highest stress and rupture risk were consistently found luminal. The sites of PWS and PWRR coincided in the majority of cases, and in some aneurysms, multiple regions of high rupture risk could be identified.
Geometrical and mechanical determinants derived from ruptured and non-ruptured aneurysms are listed in Tables 2  and 3 . As expected, a positive correlation was found between maximum diameter and ILT volume, stronger for the ruptured group (r Z 0.831) than for the control group (r Z 0.52). PWS and PWRR correlated moderately with ILT volume and strongly with the maximum diameter ( Table 4) .
A statistically significant difference, when comparing PWS between ruptured and non-ruptured aneurysms using groups matched for maximum diameter (D match), was obtained using the PWT model The number of aneurysms included in the analysis is given by n, whereas the ratios between the 25% trimmed means and the one-sided p-value are denoted by k and p, respectively. Further analysis used DP-matched groups for the W model and the WT model. Note that differences in MAP between ruptured and intact aneurysms have already been addressed by the definition of the DP-matched groups. PW and PWT models would consider this effect twice, and were therefore excluded. No significant difference between ruptured and non-ruptured aneurysms in PWS, as predicted by the W model (p Z 0.317) and the WT model (p Z 0.102), was seen (not shown). Similar comparisons evaluating PWRR are shown in Fig. 6 . A statistically significant difference between the groups for PWRR predicted by the WT model was found (p Z 0.023), but the W model could not discriminate between ruptured and non-ruptured aneurysms (p Z 0.125).
Discussion
In this study, FE models were used to study the reliability of PWS and PWRR to assess the rupture risk of AAAs. The main Table 3 Geometrical and mechanical determinants of the non-ruptured aneurysms (C-group) using different FE models. finding is that inclusion of the ILT in the FE model significantly increased the predictability of the biomechanical simulation. FE models, which excluded the ILT, could not discriminate between matched groups of ruptured and nonruptured AAAs. By contrast, accounting for the ILT and the non-homogeneous strength of the aneurysm wall reinforced the predictability of FE models, which allowed for a statistically significant discrimination between ruptured and non-ruptured AAAs. Including non-homogeneous aneurysm wall strength 21 in a biomechanical simulation, which, in turn, predicts PWRR, reinforced the difference between ruptured and non-ruptured aneurysms for all FE models.
Max
A model that assumed a non-homogeneous wall thickness and considered ILT and MAP (PWT model) had a 43% better predictive value in identifying ruptured aneurysms compared with non-ruptured aneurysms matched for diameter. By contrast, the W model, which considers a homogeneous 2.0-mm-thick aneurysm wall without taking the presence of the ILT or MAP into consideration, failed to discriminate between ruptured and non-ruptured aneurysms. This is a commonly applied model, which has reported a high statistical significance when comparing ruptured with non-ruptured aneurysms. 7, 8, 10, 31 In these studies, groups with large diameter differences between ruptured (or symptomatic) and intact (or non-symptomatic) aneurysms have been compared. No matching for diameter, as was the case in the present study, may account for the significant differences in previously reported studies. Likewise, elevated arterial pressure in the ruptured groups could have further increased PWS.
In the present study, PWS and PWRR correlated positively with maximum diameter, and a positive rather than negative correlation with ILT volume was observed, indicating the absence of a protective effect of the ILT on rupture risk, which, however, is what had been reported previously. 16 Some of the ruptured aneurysms exhibited PWRR below the mean of non-ruptured aneurysms, which implies that the applied FE models could not explain ruptures in these particular cases. The large standard deviation of PWRR, which was seen primarily in ruptured aneurysms where the ILT was considered (WT and PWT models), could indicate the presence of rupture mechanisms not so far addressed by the applied models, assuming an intact ILT. Aneurysm wall rupture could also be a consequence of ILT failure. In such cases, a fragmented rather than an intact ILT, which redistributes wall stress, should be considered. The aneurysm wall covered by a thick ILT is considerably thinner and weaker compared with a wall free from ILT. 13 If this wall segment is exposed to circulating blood after bleeding into the ILT, the weakened wall ruptures. Signs of bleeding in the ILT on CT images have been associated with aneurysm rupture 32 and rupture through the aneurysm wall covered by ILT has been reported to be common in studies based both on CT images 33 and autopsy studies. 34 A single pressure peak, induced by, for example, heavy physical activity, could also have triggered rupture of aneurysms, which exhibited low PWRR at average pressure conditions, that is, even an aneurysm with low risk will rupture at a sufficiently high blood pressure. The number of aneurysms included in the analysis is given by n, whereas ratios between the 25% trimmed means and the onesided p-value are denoted by k and p, respectively.
The present study used MAP instead of systolic arterial pressure to predict PWS and PWRR, which was motivated by the fact that diastolic but not systolic hypertension has a significant impact on the rupture risk. 35 While blood pressure and aneurysm geometry for patients from the control group were recorded at the same time, this was impossible for the ruptured group. Here, blood pressure recorded prior to rupture was used, which however, does not truly reflect the situation at time of rupture.
The thickness of an aneurysm wall is difficult to measure and more or less all biomechanical studies reported in the literature assume it to be homogeneously 2.0-mm thick. Even though the present study could not consider a patientspecific wall thickness, the WT model and PWT model accounted at least for an inhomogeneous wall thickness, which was adjusted according to previously observed data. 36, 37 An aneurysm wall covered by a thick ILT is significantly thinner than wall segments devoid of ILT, and a reduction of the wall thickness by 38% has been reported. 12 In this study, an isotropic wall model has been assumed, although it is known that AAA wall exhibits mild anisot- Figure 6 Box and Whisker Plots of the predicted Peak Wall Rupture Risk (PWRR) of ruptured (grey) and non-ruptured (white) aneurysms using the W model (left) and the WT model (right). Here, n denotes the number of aneurysms included in the analysis, which match with respect to Maximum Diameter multiplied by Mean Arterial Pressure (DP-match). Ratios between the 25% trimmed means and the one-sided p-value are denoted by k and p, respectively. The number of aneurysms included in the analysis is given by n, whereas ratios between the 25% trimmed means and the one-sided p-value are denoted by k and p, respectively. ropy 37 expected to cause a slight increase of PWS, which however, seems to be negligible compared to inter-patient variations. Likewise, a large deviation of constitutive properties did not significantly affect the stress predictions for individual AAAs, 38 indicating that the geometry is the most critical property of the structural analysis.
The consequences of calcification on the mechanical properties of AAA walls have not been included in this work. Calcification introduces high material gradients and causes local stress concentrations, which may increase the PWS; increases of 14% 16 up to 22% have been reported. 39 Calcifications are usually accompanied by wall thickening, 36 which has not been considered in the above-mentioned studies but which would have decreased the predicted stress accordingly. Finally, calcifications may cause a lower strength of the tissue, which increases the rupture risk at those sites. Note that calcifications are clearly visible in CT scans and this image information could easily be considered in an FE model, simply by assigning constitutive properties for calcified tissue to finite elements representing calcified regions. The reliability, however, of such an approach will largely depend on the quality of constitutive information, as it potentially could be extracted from in vitro experiments of the calcified aneurysm wall.
Biochemical factors related to development and rupture of AAAs were not considered in the present work. However, these effects are to some extent implicitly included by considering the higher degree of matrix degradation of the wall covered by ILT. 40 
